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Gary_Bonelli says 10 months ago. This should also go back to the laptop or desktop. I really hope this gets fixed in the not too distant future. A: Solution to this problem was to uninstall HFS+ and install Apple Fs instead, this solved the issue. MUMBAI: In a matter of just seven days, the time period being far shorter than that of the US presidential elections, there have been the first two candidates
declared the winners for the post of the next chief minister of Maharashtra: Devendra Fadnavis from the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), and Uddhav Thackeray from the Shiv Sena. They will be sworn in on Monday.A major shift in the Maharashtra politics and its governance is a given, but no one can have expected such a quick turnaround in the development. Only since the early hours of June 13,
both the major parties have declared the post of chief minister for the next five years.Though the term of the outgoing chief minister, Prithviraj Chavan, has not yet ended, the party in-charge for the leadership of state, Paritosh Desai, has already sacked as many as 55 senior functionaries across the government. The Raj Bhavan administration has also taken note of several other senior officers in
government departments."The process of sacking these officers is not a new one. More than a year-and-a-half ago, when Sena-BJP government formed government here in May 2014, we had cleared them for keeping their jobs. We had issued notices to all our officers," said a senior officer from the Government of India (GOB) administration in the Raj Bhavan.The sacking of all senior government
officers is only the initial fallout of the new-found power game between the two parties. Both Fadnavis and Thackeray have the support of 122 MLAs in the 288-member house of the Assembly. The BJP has 124 and the Sena has 55.The resignation of those officers sacking, the parleys between the ruling parties and with two of the opposition parties, Shiv Sena and the Maharashtra Sadan Party (MSP),
the coalition of the Sena led by Thackeray and the MSP led by Raj Thackeray, could also be the next game changer in the Maharashtra politics.On June 4, the BJP and the Sena had ironed out the coalition formula and had declared the post of chief minister to the f678ea9f9e
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